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The engineered photoelectrodes have received significant attention in the photoelectrochemical (PEC) applica
tions. Herein, we prepared a highly effective photoelectrode based on Cu2O decorated with ZnO and rGO for
efficient PEC water splitting. Firstly, different thickness Cu2O is sputtered on the FTO substrate (FC). The PEC
performance of the FC photoelectrode further improved by depositing the ZnO and rGO protection layers (FCZG).
The fabricated photoelectrodes are systematically investigated for their morphological and crystal structure by
AFM, FESEM, TEM, XPS, XRD, and RAMAN, UVDRS, and PL analysis. The FCZG hybrid photoelectrode exhibit a
photocurrent density of 4.94 mA cm− 2 at 0 V vs. reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE), which is 1.5 times higher
than the unmodified photoelectrodes. The improved PEC performance of the FCZG hybrid photoelectrode is due
to the high surface roughness, larger electrochemical active surface area, and less radiative recombination rate of
the photogenerated charge carriers.

1. Introduction
The constant depletion of fossil fuel reserves and growing energy
demands rising from industrialization and population growth has trig
gered researchers’ interest in renewable energy resources [1]. Among
them, hydrogen has received considerable attention as an ideal
next-generation source. Presently, 95% of hydrogen is generated from
fossil fuels, while the other 5% is produced from water electrolysis [2].
Renewable hydrogen production from fossil fuels is not advantageous
from an economic perspective, owing to its high production cost and
increase in CO2 emission, causing global warming. Solar is the most
promising energy resource as 1.2 × 1014 kJ is hitting the earth every
second. It can be effectively used to coupling solar light with PEC con
version of renewable hydrogen production [3]. Among them, the most
promising technique to directly convert solar energy to chemical fuels is
PEC water splitting.

The PEC water splitting was discovered in 1972 by Fujishima and
Honda using a TiO2 photoelectrode [4]. Since then, several materials
have been investigated, such as TiO2 [5–8], ZnO [9–11], InGaN [12,13],
Fe2O3 [14,15], SiC [16,17], GaInP2 [18,19], Cu2O [20–26] and BiVO4
[27] along with more innovative hybrid photoelectrodes [28–30]
including CdSe@TiO2 [31], TiO2-CdSe-Au [32] for high-efficiency PEC
water splitting. Among them, Cu2O has received significant attention
due to its excellent electrical and optical, abundance in nature, and
facile fabrication methods. The bandgap of Cu2O is ~2.1 eV [33,34],
and it absorbs about 50% of the solar spectrum, which ranges from 300
nm to 590 nm Cu2O is a good PEC material because the conduction band
edge of Cu2O (ca. − 1.35 V vs. Ag/AgCl at pH = 7) is more negative than
the reduction potential of water (ca. − 0.61 V vs. Ag/AgCl at pH = 7)
[35].
Over the years, several Cu2O based photoelectrodes were developed
for the generation of hydrogen from water [20–24]. However, the
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Scheme 1. Representation of the fabrication process flow of the FCZG hybrid photoelectrode.

acquired photocurrent remains below the theoretical values, particu
larly under low external bias. Usually, these less efficient performances
arise from the structural defects at the semiconductor-electrolyte
interface [21]. Due to an inappropriate band bending, electrons are
not transferred to the electrolyte from Cu2O. Various approaches have
recently been carried out to increase the photocurrent of Cu2O elec
trodes, such as forming a heterostructure or a protective layer’s depo
sition [21,36–39]. Among several materials, TiO2 has been widely used
as a protective layer owing to its favorable energy band alignment with
the Cu2O [40]. However, the deposition of TiO2 on Cu2O without any
intermediate layer yields low photocurrent [40]. Though the TiO2/Z
nO/Cu2O hybrid photoelectrodes exhibit a large photocurrent and sta
bility, a relatively negative onset potential (0. 45 V vs. RHE) was
attained because of the slight photocurrent produced by the hetero
junction [41]. The PEC performance of the Cu2O photoelectrodes has
been enhanced by incorporating RuO2 cocatalyst [21,42]. However, the
industry-scale manufacturing of those materials for a commercial
application is restricted due to the limited natural abundance of Ru and
complex fabrication processes [43]. The PEC performance of the Cu2O
photoelectrodes has been enhanced by incorporating Nobel metals such
as Au, Pt, and Ag [44]. Nevertheless, using precious Noble metals is not
advantageous from an economic perspective, owing to their higher
price. As a result, several research efforts have been devoted to identi
fying the facile, scalable, and cost-effective photoelectrodes for
improved water splitting applications [43].
Herein, we have synthesized pure Cu2O by a two-step sputteringannealing growth technique to continue these great efforts. The Cu2O
photoelectrodes with different thickness ranging from 750 nm to 1.5 μm
were prepared by varying the sputtering time and named as FC1, FC2,
and FC3, respectively. A very high photocurrent density of 3.27 mA
cm− 2 was achieved for FC3 at 0 V vs. RHE. Deposition of graphitic ma
terials such as carbon, rGO, and graphene is considered an effective
route to improve the PEC efficiency because of its high surface area,
good charge transfer capability, and improved chemical stability [43].
Therefore, the photodecomposition of the fabricated Cu2O photo
cathode was prevented by the deposition of 20 nm thick ZnO protection
layer (FCZ) and rGO decoration (FCZG). The optimized FCZG photo
electrode showed a maximum photocurrent density of 4.94 mA cm− 2 at
0 V vs. RHE. Such a high photocurrent makes our results intriguing for

the industrial application of Cu2O photoelectrode.
2. Experimental procedures
2.1. Preparation of FC photoelectrodes
Scheme 1 illustrating the detailed fabrication process flow of the
FCZG hybrid photoelectrode. The FC photoelectrodes were prepared
using RF magnetron sputtering. The substrates’ organic impurities were
cleaned with acetone and methanol and finally flushed by deionized
water and dried with nitrogen (N2) gas. Pure Cu2O (99.99%) was used as
a sputtering target under RF power of 170 W. Ar gas was used to
generate plasma with a flow rate of 890 μmol min− 1 at 20 ◦ C, while the
base pressure was 4 × 10− 6 torr and process pressure was 5 × 10− 3 torr.
The effect of Cu2O thickness on PEC performance was investigated by
varying sputtering times with a thickness of 0.75 μm, 1.00 μm, and 1.25
μm and correspondingly, the photoelectrodes were named as FC1, FC2,
and FC3, respectively. The crystal quality of deposited Cu2O was
improved by annealing using a rapid thermal annealing technique. All
the samples were annealed in N2 environment for 90 s at 500 ◦ C with a
ramping time of 90 s.
2.2. Preparation of FCZ photoelectrodes
The 20 nm thick ZnO was deposited on the fabricated FC photo
electrodes using atomic layer deposition. The experimental conditions
are summarized in table S1. Diethyl zinc (DEZn) and H2O was used as a
metal and oxygen source. N2 gas was used as a purging and carrier gas.
The substrate temperature and the reactor pressure during deposition
were maintained at 150 ◦ C and 10 mbar, respectively.
2.3. Preparation of FCZG photoelectrodes
The graphene oxide (GO) with 15–20 sheets, 4–10% edge-oxidized,
1 mg mL− 1 dispersed in H2O was purchased from Sigma Aldrich Co.
The graphene oxide was deposited on the FCZ photoelectrodes using
electrochemical deposition [45]. In a typical fabrication process, a
calculated amount of GO was poured in a deposition cell where Pt,
Ag/AgCl/NaCl, and FCZ were used as a counter, reference, and working
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kept 0.5 cm2 by covering the aperture mask. The electrolyte was purged
with N2 gas for 30 min before the experiments.
3. Results and discussion
Fig. 1a-c shows the atomic force microscopy (AFM) and field emis
sion scanning electron micrographs (FESEM) of the fabricated FC pho
toelectrodes with different thickness ranging from 0.75. 1.00, and 1.25
μm. The surface roughness and grain size of the Cu2O photoelectrodes
were increased with increasing film thickness. Further, the grain
boundaries of the Cu2O photoelectrode decreased with increasing the
sputtering time. The grain size in the fabricated photoelectrode is mainly
determined by the sputtering time as the nucleation and growth rate
significantly influence it [46]. With increasing the sputtering time, the
grain size in the fabricated Cu2O thin films becomes more substantial
than the samples prepared at the lower sputtering time [46].
Fig. 2 shows the morphologies of the as-prepared FC3Z and FC3ZG
photoelectrode. The FE-SEM images in Fig. 2a, b shows the top view of
the FC3Z photoelectrode at different magnifications. As observed from
the micrographs, the ZnO overlayer coatings are uniform and conformal
across the film. Fig. 2c-f illustrates the photoelectrode’s top view after
rGO overlayer coating using the electrochemical deposition method. The
magnified top view of the FC3Z photoelectrode illustrating the homog
enous coating of the rGO on the entire area of the FC3Z photoelectrode.
Further magnified micrographs show the crumpled graphene nano
sheets with many wrinkles and folds on the FC3Z, establishing the hybrid
photoelectrode’s successful formation.
The TEM analysis further investigated the morphology of the fabri
cated photoelectrode based on FC3ZG, high-resolution transmission
electron microscope (HRTEM) and selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) analysis. The focused ion beam technique was used to transfer
the as-prepared FC3ZG photoelectrode from the FTO substrate to the
molybdenum TEM grid. Fig. 3a shows the cross-sectional view of the
fabricated FC3ZG photoelectrode at different magnifications. The
magnified cross-sectional views of the prepared sample show three tires
architecture of the fabricated FC3ZG photoelectrode (Fig. 3b, c). The
contrast can distinguish the interface between the rGO, ZnO on top Cu2O
between the interface layers owing to the different electron density of
the materials. Region 1 is the ITO substrate, and region 2 is a Cu2O layer.
Region 3 indicates the ZnO layer, and region 4 shows the rGO layer.
Region 5 shows the Pt layer used during the FIB process to transfer the
film from the FTO substrate to the molybdenum TEM grid. Fig. 3d il
lustrates the interplanar distance of 0.244 nm assigned to the (111)

Fig. 1. Morphological analysis of the fabricated photoelectrodes. (a–c) AFM
and (d–f) FESEM images of the Cu2O photoelectrodes prepared at 170 W power
for (a, d) 3200 s (FC1), (a, d) 4800 s (FC2) and (a, d) 6400 s (FC3).

electrodes, respectively. GO was deposited in an FCZ photoelectrode by
reducing GO into rGO under a 1.55 V vs. reference electrode bias po
tential for 10 min. During the deposition process, N2 was passed through
the GO solution.
2.4. Photoelectrochemical (PEC) analysis
The PEC measurements including linear scan voltammetry (LSV) and
chronoamperometry were conducted using a potentiostat (SI 1287,
Solartron, UK) in 0.5 M Na2SO4 (pH ≈ 7.2) solution in a three-electrode
configuration (Pt wire as the counter electrode and an Ag/AgCl (3 M
KCl) reference electrode). The range of bias potential was 0.75–0 V vs.
RHE. A commercial AM 1.5G solar simulator and a-Si reference cell
(Newport Corporation, USA) was utilized for the simulated sunlight and
1-sun calibration, respectively. The active area of the photoelectrode

Fig. 2. Morphological analysis of the (a, b) FC3Z and (c–f) FC3ZG photoelectrodes at different magnifications. (a, b) FESEM images of the FC3Z photoelectrode
(FC3Z). (c–f) FESEM images of the FC3ZG hybrid photoelectrode.
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Fig. 3. Morphologies of the FC3ZG photoelectrode. (a–c) TEM and (d–f) HRTEM images of the FC3ZG photoelectrode. (g–i) SAED pattern of the fabricated FC3ZG
photoelectrode.

cubic Cu2O plane [47]. Fig. 3e shows two lattice spacing of 0.244 nm
and 0.28 nm attributed to the (111) of the cubic Cu2O and (100) plane of
the hexagonal wurtzite ZnO crystal structures [47,48]. Fig. 3f shows the
fringes corresponding to the (100) plane with a spacing of d100 = 0.28
nm is the characteristic crystalline lattice fringes of hexagonal wurtzite
ZnO [48]. Besides, the HRTEM images show the ZnO nanostructured
along with the edges of the multi-layered rGO nanosheets. The HRTEM
analysis demonstrated the formation of the heterojunction between the
Cu2O and ZnO and ZnO and rGO in the multi-layered fabricated FC3ZG
photoelectrode. The diffraction rings in Fig. 3g can be indexed to the
(111), (200), (220) and (311) planes of cubic Cu2O crystalline structure
[39]. Fig. 3h shows the SAED patterns corresponding to the (100), (002),
(101), and (102) lattice planes of the hexagonal wurtzite ZnO [48].
Fig. 3i shows the SAED pattern obtained from the rGO region.
The survey spectra show the photoelectron peaks from Cu, Zn, C, and
O, indicating the successful formation of the multi-layered hybrid pho
toelectrode (Fig. 4a). The Cu2p core-level spectra (Fig. 4b), shows the
characteristics peaks at 952.26 eV and 932.3 eV, attributed to the 2p1/2
and 2p3/2 peaks of Cu [49]. This is indicating the pure phase formation
of Cu2O rather than CuO, and the rapid thermal annealing of the pre
pared Cu2O at 500 ◦ C under N2 atmosphere does not change the
oxidation state of the prepared Cu2O. The peaks at 1044.47 eV and

1021.38 eV attributed to the Zn 2p1/2 and Zn 2p3/2 core-level spectra,
signifying that the Zn is in its normal oxidation state of Zn2+ in zinc
oxide (Fig. 4c) [48]. The presence of the Zn 2p establishing the forma
tion of heterojunction between the Cu2O and ZnO. The O1s core level
spectrum was deconvoluted into three peaks depending on its oxidation
states and named as Oα, Oα’, and Oα’’, respectively [Fig. 4d]. The peaks
at 530.3 eV, 531.4eV, and 532.8 eV can be indexed to the lattice oxygen,
chemisorbed oxygen, and adsorbed molecular oxygen [48,50]. Fig. 4d
shows the C1s core level spectrum of the fabricated FC3ZG photo
electrode. The peak at 283.2 and 284.8 eV attributed to the C–O and C–C
due to sp2− and sp3− graphitized carbon atoms. The other peak located
– O) functional groups
at 285.8 eV is due to the presence of carboxyl (C–
[51,52].
Fig. 5 shows the powder X-ray diffraction pattern of the FC1, FC2,
FC3, FC3Z and FC3ZG fabricated photoelectrodes. The diffraction pattern
at 26.5◦ , 33.7◦ , 37.7◦ , 51.5◦ , 54.5◦ , and 65.5◦ arise from the FTO sub
strate [53]. The other four diffraction patterns observed at 29.5◦ , 36.3◦ ,
42.2◦ , 61.1◦ , and 73.4◦ can be indexed to the (110), (111), (200), and
(220) planes of the cubic Cu2O [54]. Fig. 5d shows the diffraction
pattern of the FC3Z photoelectrode. The (100) and (022) planes at 31.7◦
and 34.5◦ could be assigned wurtzite ZnO [50]. Fig. S1 in the supple
mentary information shows the diffraction pattern of the as-prepared
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Fig. 4. X-ray photoelectron spectra of the fabricated photoelectrode based on FC3ZG hybrid nanocomposite.

[58,59]. The peak at ~440 cm− 1 can be indexed to the E2 high mode
which is a characteristic band of ZnO (Fig. 6d) [48,50]. Fig. S2 shows the
Raman spectrum of the as-prepared GO. Fig. 6e shows the Raman
spectrum of the FC3ZG hybrid photoelectrode. The bands at ~1349 and
1605 cm− 1 resulting from the D and G bands of the rGO [51,52]. FC3ZG
photoelectrode shows the characteristics of optical phonon modes from
Cu2O, ZnO, and rGO to establish a multi-layered hybrid structure.
The UVDRS spectra of FC1, FC2, FC3, FC3Z, and FC3ZG are displayed
in Fig. 7a. The photoelectrodes’ absorption edge existed at ~640 nm,
which is consistent with previous reports [60]. However, the absorption
edge of the FC3Z and FC3ZG were significantly blue shifted compared
with the unmodified Cu2O photoelectrodes due to less transparency of
the fabricated photoelectrodes. The photoelectrodes’ bandgap (Eg) was
calculated using Kubelka Munk function (Fig. 7b). The Eg of the pristine
FC1, FC2, and FC3 photoelectrodes are ~2.23, 2.28, 2.29 eV, respectively

graphene oxide. The diffraction pattern at ~11.8◦ corresponds to
graphitized carbon [55]. Fig. 5f shows the diffraction pattern of the
FC3ZG hybrid photoelectrode. The diffraction pattern at 25.5◦ indicates
that the GO is reduced during the electrochemical deposition [56].
Raman spectroscopy was used as an alternative tool to verify the
successful formation of the multi-layered hybrid photoelectrode (Fig. 6).
The spectra show distinct Raman bands at ~106, 151, 219, 298, 440,
496, 646, 1349 and 1605 cm− 1, respectively. The bands at 106, 151,
219, 298, 496, 646 cm− 1 can be indexed to the characteristics optical
phonon modes of Cu2O (Fig. 6a-c) [57]. These Cu2O bands are origi
nated from the following optical phonon modes of cubic Cu2O crystal
structure. The band at 151 and 219 cm− 1 are due to the Γ(1)15 longi
tudinal optical (LO), and 2Γ− 12 phonon modes. The peak at 298 and
496 cm− 1 are due to the 4Γ− 12, and Γ+25 phonon modes. The band at
639 cm− 1 attributed to the Γ(2)15 transverse optical (TO) phonon modes
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Fig. 5. Powder X-ray diffraction analysis of fabricated photoelectrodes. (a–c) XRD pattern of the fabricated photoelectrodes based on FC1, FC2, FC3, FC3Z, and FC3ZG
hybrid nanocomposite.

[61]. The small variation in the Eg could be attributed to the quantum
confinement effect in the fabricated photoelectrodes. The estimated Eg
of FC3Z and FC3ZG photoelectrodes are 2.36 and 2.41 eV, respectively.
The increase in Eg of the FC3Z and FC3ZG photoelectrodes compared
with the unmodified Cu2O photoelectrodes could be attributed to the
interface coupling between Cu2O-ZnO and ZnO-rGO in the ternary
composite, which decreases the Eg of the materials.
The flat band potential and charge carrier densities of the fabricated
photoelectrodes based on FC3, FC3Z, and FC3ZG were calculated from
electrochemical impedance (EIS) measurements (Fig. 8). The Ag/AgCl,
Pt, and fabricated photoelectrodes were employed as a reference,
counter, and a working electrode. The 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution was used
as an electrolyte solution. The EIS analysis was carried out over the bias
potential of 0.3–0.9 V vs. RHE. The space-charge capacitance (CSC) of
the fabricated photoelectrodes was calculated using the Mott-Schottky
(M-S) equation.
[
]
) KB T
(
1
2
(2)
=
Es − Efb −
2
C
NM eε0 ε
e

influence of the rGO in increase in the charge carrier density is exactly
matches with the PL analysis as described in the following section. The
carrier densities of the fabricated FC3, FC3Z, and FC3ZG photoelectrode
were calculated by using the following equation-3.
)( ( / 2 ))− 1
(
d 1 C
2
NM = −
(3)
d(Es )
eεε0
and their charge carrier densities were found to be 1.82 × 1019, 2.61 ×
1019, and 3.8 × 1019, respectively.
The PEC performance of the as-prepared photoelectrodes was
investigated by measuring their photocurrent density-voltage (J− V)
characteristics in a three-electrode configuration using 0.5 M Na2SO4
electrolyte solution (pH = 7.2) under AM 1.5G illumination with the
power density of 100 mW cm− 2. Fig. 9 shows the bare Cu2O photo
electrodes’ J-V characteristics with different thicknesses (Fig. 9a) and
ZnO and RGO/ZnO protected Cu2O photoelectrodes (Fig. 9b). The un
modified Cu2O photoelectrodes’ current density based on FC1, FC2, and
FC3 were ~1.53, 2.64, and 3.27 mA cm− 2, respectively, at 0 V vs. RHE.
The enhancement in current density with increasing photoelectrode
thickness can be explained in the following lines. The photoelectrode,
fabricated at a higher sputtering time, showed a higher surface rough
ness and grain sizes also exhibit smaller grain boundaries.
The photoelectrodes with high surface roughness, grain size, and less
grain boundaries are most advantageous for improved PEC perfor
mances [38]. However, the current density was found to be decreased

where, e, ε0, NM, ε are the charge of the electrons (e = 1.6 × 1019),
permittivity of a vacuum (εo = 8.86 × 10− 12 F m− 1), charge carrier
density, and dielectric constant. KB, T, ES, Efb are the Boltzmann con
stant, temperature, potential and flat band potential, respectively. The
flat band potential of the fabricated FC3, FC3Z, and FC3ZG photo
electrode were ~0.68, 0.84, and 0.91 V, respectively, vs. RHE. The
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Fig. 6. Raman spectra of the fabricated photoelectrodes. (a–c) Raman spectra of the fabricated photoelectrodes based on FC1, FC2, FC3, FC3Z, and FC3ZG hybrid
nanocomposite.

Fig. 7. (a) Ultraviolet diffused reflectance spectra and (b) Kubelka–Munk remission functions, [F(R∞) hν] vs. photon energy to estimate the optical bandgap of the
fabricated photoelectrodes.
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Fig. 8. Mott− Schottky plot of as-prepared photoelectrode based on FC3, FC3Z and FC3ZG hybrid nanocomposite.

Fig. 9. J-V plots of the fabricated photoelectrodes based on FC1, FC2, FC3, FC4, FC3Z, FC3ZG hybrid nanocomposite. The photocurrent measurement was carried out
at a scan rate of 0.1 V. S− 1 in a 3-electrode configuration using 0.5 M Na2SO4 electrolyte solution.
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with further increasing the Cu2O photoelectrode film thickness (1.5 μm,
FC4 ~3.08 mA cm− 2). The photocurrent density of the FC3Z and FC3ZG
were ~4.51 and 4.94 mA cm− 2, respectively, at 0 V vs. RHE. To
demonstrate the improved performance of the fabricated FCZG hybrid
photoelectrode, we compared the photocurrent density of the FCZG
photoelectrode with those of various reported Cu2O based hybrid pho
toelectrodes [40–42,44,62–65] (Table 1). Fig. S3 shows the photocur
rent of the fabricated photoelectrodes based FC3, FC3Z, FC3ZG overtime
for 300 s at a fixed potential of 0.50 V vs. RHE. Among all the fabricated
photoelectrodes, the FC3ZG hybrid photoelectrode shows higher
photocurrent density and better stability than FC3, FC3Z
photoelectrodes.
The enhancement in the PEC performance of the FC3ZG based pho
toelectrode were explained based on the obtained results and photo
luminescence spectroscopy, electrochemical impedance, incident
photon-to-charge efficiency and electrochemically active surface area
in the following section. The improved PEC performance of the FC3ZG
hybrid photoelectrode is due to the formation of ZnO, and rGO protec
tion layers. Scheme 2 shows the schematic of the PEC cell assembly and
energy band diagram of the FCZ3G hybrid photoelectrode. When the
FC3ZG photoelectrodes is illuminated, the photogenerated electron and
hole pairs are generated in the conduction band (CB) and the valance

Table 1
Photocurrent density of the FCZG photoelectrodes and those other reported
Cu2O hybrid photoelectrodes.
Photoelectrode

Photocurrent density at
0 V vs. RHE (mA cm− 2)

Onset
potential vs.
RHE

Reference

AZO/TiO2/Cu2O

− 5.7

+0.40

Pt/TiO2/Ga2O3/
Cu2O
RuO2-SnO2-Cu2O

− 2.95

+1.02

Paracchino
et al. [40]
Li et al. [41]

− 4.5

+0.34

− 5.16
− 2.3
− 4.4

+0.6
+0.72
+0.55

− 4.0

+0.62

− 3.7

+0.5

− 4.94

+0.6

NiS/Cu2O
TiO2/ZnS/Cu2O
TiO2/AZO/n-p
Cu2O
NiFe/rGO/TiO2/
Cu2O
Pt/TiO2/PA/
TiO2/Cu2O
rGO/ZnO/Cu2O

Azevedo et al.
[42]
Chen et al. [44]
Dai et al. [62]
Wang et al.
[63]
Wang et al.
[64]
Wick-Joliat
et al. [65]
This work

Scheme 2. (a) Schematic illustrating the PEC cell assembly and (b) energy band diagram of the FCZ3G hybrid photoelectrodes.
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Fig. 10. (a, b) Photoluminescence spectra of the fabricated photoelectrodes based on FC1, FC2, FC3, FC3Z, and FC3ZG hybrid nanocomposite.

band (VB) of Cu2O and ZnO. The conduction band of ZnO is lower than
that of the Cu2O, thus the ZnO acts as a sink for the photoinduced
electrons. Therefore, in the proposed Cu2O/ZnO/rGO hybrid photo
electrode, the photoinduced electrons in the CB of Cu2O tend to move to
the CB of ZnO because of the energy level differences. The holes in the
VB of ZnO move to VB of Cu2O as the holes move in the opposite di
rection of electron flow, making the photo generation charge carrier
separation more efficient. The electron transferred to the CB of ZnO was

massively transferred to the electrolyte solution through the rGO
nanosheets. Subsequently, these electrons are involved in the reduction
of proton (H+) to produce H2 [66]. The efficient charge transporting
property of the fabricated FC3ZG photoelectrode can be explained based
on the photoluminescence and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
analysis.
Fig. 10a shows the PL spectra of the as-prepared materials. All the
fabricated photoelectrodes show two peaks located at 611 nm

Fig. 11. Nyquist plots of the fabricated photoelectrodes based on FC1, FC2, FC3, FC3Z and FC3ZG.
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Fig. 12. Incident photon-to-charge efficiency of the fabricated photoelectrodes based FC1, FC2, FC3, FC3Z, and FC3ZG.

corresponding to the exciting luminescence of Cu2O. The other small
peak located at 816 nm corresponds to the defective crystal structure of
Cu2O [21,67,68]. The unmodified photoelectrodes’ PL emission is
significantly quenched with increasing the sputtering time, indicating
that the large grains will contribute larger nonradioactive relaxation
rates over the surface states, leading to a decrease in PL intensity [69,
70]. Besides, the PL spectrum of FC3Z and FC3ZG hybrid photoelectrodes
exhibits significantly weaker intensity than bare Cu2O photoelectrodes
(Fig. 10b). The PL of FC3ZG is substantially shifted to the higher
wavelength (618 nm) signifying the strong electronic interaction be
tween the rGO and ZnO/Cu2O heterostructure. This observation sug
gesting that the generated e− and h+ can be effectively separated
through rGO nanosheets as it is acts as an electron acceptor, resulting in
a higher PEC performance, accordingly [71].
The charge transport kinetics of the fabricated photoelectrodes were
characterized by the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy analysis.
Fig. 11 shows the Nyquist plots of the fabricated FC1, FC2, FC3, FC3Z and
FC3ZG photoelectrodes. The EIS measurements were carried out under
dark conditions in the frequency range of 1 Hz–100 kHz at 0 V vs. RHE.
Among all the fabricated photoelectrodes, FC3ZG exhibits the smallest
semicircle arc indicating its excellent charge transport kinetics. The
obtained EIS plot was fitted using R(RC) equivalent circuit (Inset.
Fig. 11) where RS is the ohmic resistance, RCE and RSC represents the
charge transfer resistance in Pt electrode and in the fabricated photo
electrode. The term CPECE and CPESC are the capacitance due to the
formation of double layer in the Pt electrode and in the photoelectrode
[72]. The calculated RSC of the fabricated photoelectrodes based on FC1,
FC2, FC3, FC3Z and FC3ZG was found to be 21.1 × 104, 18.8 × 104, 17.4
× 104, 16.6 × 104 and 12.2 × 104, Ω cm− 2, respectively. The lowest RSC
value signifying the facile and effective charge transfer process from the
photoelectrode to Pt electrode to undergo the counter reaction.
Fig. 12 shows the incident photon-to-charge efficiency (IPCE) of the
fabricated photoelectrodes. The detailed experimental procedure is
discussed in detail in the supplementary information. The IPCE was
measured at 0 V vs. RHE in the range of 300–800 nm. The IPCE of the
FC1, FC2, FC3, FC3Z, and FC3ZG hybrid photoelectrodes at 500 nm were

found to be ~44.9%, 45.9%, 50.2%, 59.3% and 70.6%, respectively. The
IPCE of the FC3ZG is ~26% higher than the bare FC1 photoelectrode
suggesting that the hybrid photoelectrode has a better ability to transfer
the incident photon energy into photocurrent.
The improved PEC performance of the FC3ZG hybrid photoelectrode
is further supported by the electrochemically active surface area (ECSA)
measurement Fig. S4). The double-layer region of cyclic voltammo
grams characterized the ESCA of the fabricated photoelectrodes based
on FC3, FC3Z, and FC3ZG. The fabricated photoelectrodes’ CV was
measured in the dark in the range of 0.24–0.36 V vs. RHE. The capaci
tance charging current density (ic) of the fabricated photoelectrodes
were measured using the following equation
iC = ν. CDL

(4)

Where, CDL and ν are scan rate and double layer capacitance. The CV
measurements were carried out at different scan rates ranging from 25 –
300 mV S− 1. The ESCA was measured from the ratio of CDL and intrinsic
specific capacitance (CS) of the fabricated photoelectrodes. The calcu
lated ESCA of the FC3, FC3Z, and FC3ZG were found to be 1, 1.754, and
2.439, respectively. The larger ESCA of the FC3ZG photoelectrode
signifying that the hybrid photoelectrode exhibits the low interfacial
resistance compared to other fabricated electrodes. Besides, the larger
ESCA significantly improves the PEC performance of the as prepared
photoelectrodes due to the improved electrochemical kinetic reactions
[46].
4. Conclusions
The FC based photocathodes were fabricated through a facile twostep RF sputtering-annealing growth technique. The FC photocathodes
PEC performance was improved by coating the 20 nm thick ZnO and
protection layer followed by rGO overlayer coating. The multi-layered
hybrid photoelectrode exhibits better light adsorption, separation of
photogenerated charge carriers, and enhanced surface chemical kinetic
reaction. Several techniques systematically investigated the fabricated
photoelectrodes, and the obtained data were consistent with each other.
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The optical properties of the fabricated photoelectrodes were investi
gated by the UVDRS and PL analysis. The photocurrent density of FC3ZG
was ~4.94 mA cm− 2 at 0 V vs. RHE, which is significantly higher than
the FC and FCZ. The enhanced performance of the FC3ZG photoelectrode
was explained based on PL, IPCE, and ESCA analysis. The high photo
current makes our results intriguing for the industrial application of the
proposed FC3ZG photoelectrode.
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